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Following the success of the 2009 Recycling and Waste Management show,
International Tyre and Wheel Solutions (ITWS), supplier of the innovative SG
Revolution super cushion solid tyre, is back with a vengeance this year with a
bigger, more impressive stand and display.
Boasting a range of over 100 tyres in 8 different patterns, including smooth, SE
Traction and DWL, the company supplies tyres for a wide range of machinery
and equipment including wheeled loaders, skid steers and telehandlers.
Working predominantly in the waste, recycling and demolitions industries SG
Revolution tyres have been proven to reduce costs and minimise downtime
on-site due to tyre damage and punctures.
SG Revolution tyres will deliver up to, and sometimes over, 50% more
serviceable tread life than pneumatic tyres – ideal for working in tough
applications such as metals recycling, waste and scrap. They are specified by
OEM’s including JCB, Volvo, Cat and Liebherr, as well as by end users such as
Ward Recycling, Viridor and PGC Demolition.
The team at ITWS, who are European distributors for the SG Revolution brand,
has over 60 years experience in the tyre industry. The company prides itself on
its excellent service and innovative back-up. Their new Service Exchange
Scheme offers users the opportunity to exchange used tyres and rims for a
brand new set of tyres and exchange rims. What’s more the company will
come out to site and perform the exchange in just 1 to 2 hours, saving
machines from sitting idle when waiting for new tyres to be fitted. The
company ensures that each set of rims is maintained to an excellent standard
ready for exchange. A fleet of 6 trucks, each with tyre handlers, travels the
length and breadth of the company and complements the pressing
equipment on site in Cheshire, located close to the tyre warehouse. All tyres
are stocked under cover ensuring that none suffer from exposure to sunlight

or weather damage and ensuring they reach the customer in pristine
condition.
In addition to supplying SG Revolution super cushion solid tyres, ITWS supplies
tyre presses and tooling for the easy fitment of all sizes of tyres to industrial
wheels.
For more information please visit the ITWS website
www.tyreandwheelsolutions.com, email info@tyreandwheelsolutions.com or
phone 01942 677618.

